Bluetooth retro phone speaker

复古电话蓝牙音箱

MODEL: BRS2
Products Models:

For iphone5
(BRS2A)

For Universal
(BRS2B)

For iphone4 / 4s
(BRS2C)

Thanks for buying Bluetooth Retro Phone Speaker. To better use this item, please read carefully this instruction manual before using it.

Specification:
Bluetooth Version: V2.1 + EDR
Distance: Up to 10 meters (Open Distance)
Battery: Built in Li-ion battery, 1000Mah
Standby time: Up to 35 hours
Talking time: Up to 10 hours
Playing Music time: Up to 6 hours (varies on different music and volume)
Audio output: 2*3W Speaker
Current Input: 5V,1A
With Mic For Phone Conversation
Compatible with: support most of Bluetooth device, the dock with different interface can charge different models.

Button Introduction:

Volume+, Playing Back
Play / Pause
Volume-, Playing forward

(Answer / Reject, On / Off)
**Button Introduction:**

1. **Turn On:** Press \( \text{ON} \) button for 3s, Handset will make a sound "Di", LED 1 blinking Blue, the speaker is powered on.

2. **Pairing:** after power on, Press and hold \( \text{OFF/PAIR} \) button 2s, LED 1 blinks blue and red alternatively, Speaker will make a deep-voice, that is ready for pairing. Go to the Bluetooth setting, find the "BT Retro Speaker" and connect. After paired, the speaker will "di" 2 times, the LED 1 indicator light will be slowly flash at blue.

3. **Private Call:** This is default setting. After pairing, If there is coming call, press \( \text{ANSWER} \) to answer. Also you can use Volume button to adjust volume.

   **Note:** For Private call, working speaker is near the LED 2, the other speaker near the mic will be off. If there is no sound, please check it use the correct speaker.

4. **Conference Call:** Under private call mode, press and hold \( \text{ANSWER} \) to go to Conference Mode. Under Conference call mode, Press and hold \( \text{CHG} / \text{V+} \) to go to Private Call Mode.

5. **During the phone Call,** Press and hold \( \text{DISCONNECT} \) 1s to hand up, when new calling come, Press and hold \( \text{DISCONNECT} \) 2s to refuse. Anytime, press \( \text{DISCONNECT} \) button continuously 2 times, It can automatically redial the last telephone no. dialed.

6. **Music Playing:** After Pairing, you can Play the music with mobile phone or other Bluetooth device. Under Music Playing Mode,

   - \( \text{PLAY} \) : Play and Pause
   - \( \text{V+} / \text{V-} \) : Press shortly, Volume up, Press and hold, Playing backward.
   - \( \text{V+} / \text{V-} \) : Press shortly, Volume down, Press and hold, Playing forward.

   **Tips:** What is the indicator for the LED 1 and 2?
   Bluetooth Searching: LED 1 blue/red alternatively blink
   Music Playing/Standby: LED 1 blue slowly flash
   Private Call: LED 1 is yellow
   Conference Call: LED 1 is RED
   Charging: LED 2 is red is when charging, LED2 Yellow is on after fully charged.
   When low battery, LED 2 red will blink, and speaker will also warn.

7. **Charging:**
   1. Connect the USB cable to the Usb power adapter (5V, 1A).
   2. Plug the the cable to the charging dock.
   3. Put the speaker on the dock correctly.LED1 Red is on, which means it is charging.

   Put the Iphone or Ipod into the 31PIN or 8PIN interface to charge.
   **Attention:** Please use good quality power adapter(5V,1A), better for apple's original adapter. Otherwise, maybe it will fail to charge apple products.
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